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. A CENTliAL, concern of political, corn:
munieation research in recent yeari has been the nature and ettent
of learning that 4-esults from exposure to ,political information

,- through the niass media. Such learning is seen as a vital first step in
the development of 'political attitudes and behavior. The mass
media provide important information about candidates;. issues, so-

, ,
cietal problems, proposed solution's to theseproblems and the like;
which then becbmes the basis for dedding which candidate to vote
Rol, which iolution to favor or: Which. influence strategy to adopt.
Althouite the process of arriving at this decision is not always ra-
tional, iddividuals Must possess some information before any de-
cision Can be made. This informati8ii the.pass media supply in
abundance. ,

There are impckrtan questions*, however, concerning, the extent
to, whicfifaudieuce members learn,ffom 'this available supply,- and
the ways in which, sh learning is enhanced, mitigated or com-
ylemented i9 such faders as the strength of information flow, po-
litical system level, individual media exposure keg, interpersonal
discussion, membership in political group political participation
andeducation.

Lrecal vs. Natioltal a
:While no4previous study hai attempted a simultaneous investiga-

tion of all the§e factors, 'sortie more modest research efforts have
been directed at the relationship between mass media use and po-

ujyledge. Most have been concerned with national politics,
in the main they have documented a link between mass media '

extoosure and political knoWledge. While these studies demonstrate
'only an association , betWeert the two - variables,' certain 'exkri

.. mental, quasi- experimenytatand longitudinal inVestigations inditt
.cate that media exposur of ects knowledge, rather than the other.
way aroundt2 c
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Few_studies_to_date have concerned themselves with the relation-
ship between mass media use and knowledge of local politidal
faiis, and it would seem nazardoUs to assume that identical learn-
ing processes exist at national and local levels. There are numerous
differences between them, includirigrdifferences 'in the type and
scope of political problems, extent of\ mas&tedia coverage, infor=-
mation sour,ces, and the kinds of individuals who are typically con
cerred with one or the other.' Then, lb°, the ability of citizens to
Witness many local problems firsthand tnay obviate the need to rely
on the, media as "extensions of one's senses." The media may not be
needed to inform a citizen that street repairis`a major community

.
problem; neighborhood interpersonal net orks may be assumed to'
carry such a essage.

In light 'of these differences, a major purpose of the present Study
was. to test identical models of 'the politicll\learning.process with
data concerning both local and national issues. Such comparisons
are not easily made, however, as laterdiscussion makes clear'.

40 4 0 '\ . .

' Coverage Levels , . r

An additional dimension -which may affect the acquisition of pch
,

lineal information is the level of mass media coverage devoted to
various issues.. Research on the "agenda-setting" 'function of the .i

media provides evidence that media influence, on public percep-
tions of issue importance is a function of coverage lels,r and im-

. - \
pliei a consequent i

onfluenceover an individual's inforMation seek-
\

i ing behavior. We would expect a citizen to seek out more informa-
tion concerning issues and problems that are felt to be rnOF impo-
tant, and, that this knoWle,dge gain should be reinforced in cyClical
fashion by the generally greater availability of informatic4bn these
issues; The agenda setting function, then, would predict that media

4
would have a relatively stronger influence on high coverage issues. 6

Media coverage also has implications for the local-national di-
Mension. National affairs tend to receive the lion's share of the COv-

erage in most daily newspapers and even more so on television, with
its national network tie's Thus in terms of sheer infbi3mation avail
ability we would expect. higher leVels of individual exposure to na-

)-
tiOnal than-locarpoliticalinformation, with consequent-differences
in knowledge. ".

.
.

)1' ' *4
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.
,
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Media Us. and Political Know:*

For-these4wasqns-wc-should-expectpoliticaLlearning_to vary with
differing levels of media coverage of issues, problems and person-

alities. No previoui research has measured and controlled for cov-
erage.

The ,present study investigates the effects o0coverage levels by
adopting ajnulti-issue approach. Each respondent is asked to nomi-
nate a personally important political problem, which is then the
focus of the interview. Content analysis of media coverage of these
issues during the two weeks before the, interviewing permitted the
classification of respondents into high and low coverage groups at
both the naiional and local levels. 'he same theoretical model was
then tested Ii/ith each of these, four groups. Coverage differences
were controlled at both political levels because the usual differences
in local-natinnal coverage could be confounded with level effects.

r '

\.-.) 3. 1

Other Predictors

Variables such as education, age, socioeconomic status, length of
r lience, membership in organizations, interest in politics,

. ca articipation and the individual's network of interpersonal rela-
tio hips have been shown to be associated with, if not causally
resat d to, knowledge ,of political affairs. It would appear, then,
that t e role of the media can be placecrin proper perspective only
by son.s.dering it in conjunction with those faclors which may hive
caial sr 'ficanCe for both media behavior and the acquisitiOn of
political owlecige.

Mos; st les have simply examined the bivariate relationship be-
tween med exposure and various measures-of political knowledge.
SQrile intro ucecr theoretically relevant controls, b"'ut with two yik
ceptions thes have involved only a single 'variable, usually socio-
economic scat (SES). Because of the large ndmber of factors
whiCh seem to a ect both media behavior and political learning,
such results can be isleading; and the same may be said of blanket
controls for a numb of riables, whether impoied indivi ally or

lected ihould ideally be basein concert.? The co a theo-
retical framework w is specifies the relationships among e var-
iables under consi eratio both antecedent and consequent In'the
absence of shfc ols, lie cannot be entirely cert n that
al:t observed relati een media exposure and political
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knowledgels-not-spurious.-Data-from_the_limi;ed_number okex peri -
mental' and quasi-experimental studies in the area indicate other-:
'wise but do not answer the question whether various communica-
tion, political and social variables make independent contributions
to the outcome.

The answer does not lie iu. a "shotgun" multiple regression ap-
roach in which the predictive poweg of media use is weighed against

t of other Variables_in a simple "inventory of causes."' Instead,
the resent study focuses on the development of a theoretical struc:
ture specify the effects of media use on political learning, taking
account of the traditional Piedictors, while also mapping the inter-

, 1-

relationships involved.
In Hymap terms," the gOal was to forinulate and test a well "in-

terpreted" theory cast not in the usual verbal terms,' but employing
the simpler and more powerful, causal model of Blalock, Dunean
and others.' This technique permits a complex theoreticahnetwork
to be tested system, ratherthan one prop)sition at a time.

, -

A Model of the Antecedents of Political Knowledge
. - . 7

The model which ultimately emerged from a rather painstaking
Construction process is illustrated in Figure 1. Each singlelheaded
arrow represents an -hypothesized positive causal relationship; a
double-headed curved arrow ind'cates a non -causal association.

7 The model is recursive in..that it sumes that there are no instances

of biviarike mutual causality a d contains no multi-variate feed- s---

back loops. Where a possible instance of the-katter was suspected,

'." the arrow in the model was drawn ilr the direction in which the
: `: dominant causal influen was thought-to operate.
. .-N.

. Blalock acknowledges that "such, recursive systems might seem
Overly simplistic from he standpoint ofluilding adeileue theoreti-

.
cal'rriodels of complex reality," but adds, '"I am convinced, how-

ever, that most arialysis ppocedures currently us d in sosiology and
political science are based on such models, th gh this often not

I
explicitly', reAlized."" In' any event, the intro uction of two-way

causation in modelsd have eause4 sFrious problems in at-
terripting to estimate the parameters of the Modelsshrotigh standard'
path analysis. We would be left with insufficient itiformation in the

data to provide unique estiniaies of the unlarbvin C'oefficientirtihe

1-8 9
J, %,e .

INN,st; .
....---"-
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Moss Media
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Figure 1
Model I: Antecedents of Political

Information Holding 1

simultaneous regression equations constituting the formal mathe-
matical model, a state of affairs known as the "identification prob-
lem.!' Two methods for meeting that problem were denied us. The
present state of theory does not permit us to specify precisely the

. truly. causal lag periods in the mbdel, and there are not enoyugh uly
exogenous.variables that might be intro ced. The introduction of
feedback would have led to insoluble rri hodological ,problems.
Thus,, while it is recognized that the cau 1 `ction of certain

... paths in the model are subject to alternative' exp nations, no \real
methodOlogical alternatives exist with a Model of this complexity.

-Any other technique.(crosstabulation or partial correlationsiK ex-
ample)ample) would be subject to the same criticism, and would not pro-

'vide all the necessary controlsior spuriousness, an issu wiClici`i dis-

'-,\ cussedbelow. .
'There is sbme similarity between this rrfbdel and the "funnel of

4
, !

causality" that Campbell, al. use to The A mencan Voter to ac
count for voting decisions. n the 'odel presented here such vari-

SAles as education, age, group membership and voting are viewed
as relatively stable "background" factors which predict a host of

l 14. ' ... a
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ilture-situationally-ehangea ble-psychologica I-a nd-communication_
variables; which in turn are immediately 'antecedent, to political
4InfOrmat1on holding. Following the "funnel of.-causility" line 'of

%.4r would expect that the psychological and comtnupka-
lion variables account for more variance in knowledge theie termed

i"informatn holding") than do the various baclegrotind factors, at
least under high media coverage conditions, which should incitice
greater vari,ability in the intervening communia'tion variables. On
the other, liand, background factors should account for relatively
more variance under low.mass media coverage conditions.

Model I was constructed using the general procedures for formu-
Aating causal models advocated by Biltlock.N It requires a cateful
reading of .the literature. combirfed with 11 systematic listing of all

\ .\ important concepts or variables and theorepositions link-
\ing'these variables. Where past studies offer conflicting evidence or

re lacking, original theoretical linkages are hypothesized. When
this was done, a path-by-path theoretical empirical rationale for,
themodel emerged.

B' cause there are few studies at the level of local politics, most of
the e pirical support for many of the hypothesized relationships
were rawn from national studies, although local-national diffeti
ences are also discussed. (Operational definitions are given in the----i_a
methodology section.)

- /: X,Xb;
j

...,
,

Educatiorf,of course, is an indicator of more An just the length
of time spent in a classrootn under structured learning conditions; it
brings with it unique set of socializing\experiences. As eiducation
increases)-Jan,iridividual's sphere of reference groups expands and
differentiates, leading to greater frequency-and diversity of inter-
personal contacts. This increased opportunity for discyssionaof putt
lic affairs, when coupled w th the greater interest in such. affairs
which formal classroom exp riences tend to foster, is impOrtant to
the developpent of political participation:

In termsof Model I; we woUld expect education (X,) to be impor-
tant in the dev*Iopment of interest in political matters (X)." The
greater number and diversity of social contacts should lead to great-
er opportunities for coming involved with polially oriented

_ groups (X). 14

f
10.

1
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t". We would also expect educatior, to kwornitively related to pond.
cal participation, as indexbd by yoting (Xi), an association consis-
tently supported by studierstsf national politics," end at least one in-
vestigation.of local politics." .

, .

The development of comMunicition skills through forthal educa-
tion,shduld result in higher levels. of total expOspre to the.mass
media ter publieaffaiis information PO, an association also Well '

,*doctimentecl." The growth oftcognitive skills fotitered by education
shotild also be accompanied by an increase.14ability to make sense
of comPlicatect pattern of events. lh other words,. more- highly
educated individuals should be more skillful in 'discerning patterns
of cause and effect, including the perceptiOn of ways in w)tich the
nominatedifroblem affects one personally (i.e., "salience informa-
tion' X11).

More high educated individuals also tend to possess greater
learning ability, particularly verbal- learning, leading to the hy-
pothesis that more, highly educated individuals should learn more
when ex to mass media information and should recall more: It ,
fs. thus eac ted that level of education will be positively telated to
the numbetof media messages respondents are able to recall (X).
This effect should be independent !Amass media exposure (X).

2: XiX.; X2X,; X! X6;
Length of residence is an index of psychological investment in the

; community, and community political affairs in particular. Long-
term resideks should have a greater "stake" in the community, and

;should therefOre exhibit 'greater interest in local politics (X,) and
higher levels Of participation. in loCal politifal affaid, as indexed
here by voting in focal electioni (X6). On the other band, length of
residence should not bsignificantly associated with interest or par-
"ticipation in .national political affairs, However, a number of
studies indicate that age is:a correlate of voting in national-elec-,
dons." This suggestethat any relationship between length .of resi-

. dence and voting in national elections should disappear when age is
controlled. Similarly, although some data indicate that. age is also
positively correlated with voting in local elections," we would
expect any, such, correlation to disappear when length of residence is
controlled. Thus, once reciprocal controls for length of residence

, and age are introduced, we would expect length of residence" to

11
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r of intrrrst in local
with age emerging as the stronger correlate at the national political
level.

Finally, since the longer onelives in a particular community, the
greater 'the opportnily for establishing social contacts, we should
expect' to find a relationship between length of residenct and mem-

,
bershipqn political groups (X,).

X,X; X,X; X4X,; X,X,,

A generalized interest i.9)political affairs would seem tolbea pre-
.

'requisite for many kinds of political activity, and in fact a number
of-studies have demonstrated the-power of this construct as an inter-
vening variable between certaiti deinographic predictors on the one
hand and diverse forms of political participation on the other.'"I t is
hypothesized, therefore, that generalize.d interest in politics (local
or 'national) is a determinant of membership in political groups
(XS).'' .Political interest should serve a similar facilitating function.
with respect to voting behavior (X6)."

A common finding of political communication studies is the link-
age between political interest and mass media exposure (X,)." As
Atkin, et have shown, the.relationship is'evidently reciprocal-to
sbine extent, with interest in politics. prompting exposure to the
Media and exposure leading to the strengthening'of interest." But it
seems plauSible thavexposure CO certain kinds of political informa-

'\ tion may alb lead to a waning of interest. An ,"interest strengthee-
ing" hypothesis lould assume that all political media experiences

..... are somehow...gratifying; or fulfill' certain personality pt decision:
making needs. However, much political news may be negtiVely re-
inforcing. For example, much of thealienation fostered by Water-
gategate m y have been clu to heavy media coverage which reminded
us,daily k. gross violations of societal norms by political.officials.

, .. While such media attention may have coaribtited' to the subse-
/ quest "enforcement of social norms': that led,to Richard Nixon's.

resignation,. it rosy have produced in others 'a strong distaste for
political affairs." Positive . and negative media experiences may
theefore tend to cancel one another out where pojitical interest is
toneerned.,Mocll I therefore predkts a stronger positiVe relation-
'ship from political-interes. t to'mass media exposure thin the other

; 4';11.,way around. .

2.....cvr.
,



Media Use and Political Knowledge

Turning to the interpersonAlsptere,
,

olitical discussions fostered
by an interest in politics nften,lead the commuiiicatIng parties to
form estimates of 'each; other's .views regarding political issues.
Greater interest in politics, therefore, should e:,asgociaied with 4
greater numb? of "coorientation" partners (X;) regasding polIti-.

.Y
....

cal issue. But e often-engAge in more superficial diScussiori4 which ,

do' iio't allow us to arrive at some assessment of the other pers'on's
int,,s

.
,

v,iewpoo it is hypothgizedthar political interest Will'ars-o- lead*: '
to discussion with others dot coariented towards theAopic_ (X1).

ilFinally,intereStiin ..,olcs should make politisol content intq Mass '
. I..- , ./41-

Media more',alienk, t us leacling to .hig'het recallOf 'rriSst mcclia
contenrconCeViebith political issues (X12)2

:: ,:;,,.,,i , 4: X --- ;X,--:X ; X. X -"'
r;:'-":4::',,,,: ,': '' '.. ? ,

4,. ,. 6. 6 .1 8 13

Mernbe4ip'in politic lly-oriental gr ups should inflUencetic
politigal..actiOnsif the' group member in a number of ways. 'rite

,

group redefines the limits Of -whatis public and private for the indi-
vidual, restructures goals in political directions and prOvides means.
for achieving these goals. Groups often reveal the political relevance
of events to the individual'S personal situation, and group pressures.

- are often broukhi to bear in,the direction of specific forms of politi-t
cal action. It is not.sureprising, therefore, that group membership'

. (X5) has been found to be one determinant of voting-(X,) in studies
at both the national and localtolitical levels.26

.. . , -,i.1.AV
Membership in political groups also provides the group member

with increased .opportunities for the discussion of political topics.
; This, as was mentioned above, should result in greater numbers of

coorientation partners (X8) with regard to such topics. A similar im-
pact of group membership on discussion with non,cooriented others
(X13) is also depicted in Model. I.

t,
5: X,- 7. X,

The person whO participates actively in the 'political procest
should perceive political affairs information to be salient to this in-
volvement. Such individuals' should thus monitor muss media chan-
nels for this information, which in turn should raise levels of total
media exposUre.27

Of course the reverse sequence is possible: that eXposure to, the
media 'results in voters coming into contact with information about
political campaigns, which in turn stimultes them to vote. How-

,

1 3
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ever, as Illumler. and McLeod note, evidence for such a mobilizing
effect ha; been mixed, and their own fevidence wild noeSeem to
alter this conclusion, appteciably.2! They also: argue that turnout

e ..should be affected most strongly byitliposure to campaign infOrma-
Ealtkough it is recognized that mass media exposure may

under certain conditions iniluence a person-to vote, it,Seems 1#1kely.

on both theoretical and:empiricalgrOunds that the.reyeafte cauSal
seqUence.can acCoAnt for tegreater portion of any observe asso-.
ciation between voting (as an indicaftir of political piartiCi ation)

S
and mass media .exposurei. particularly -duritie-noTcampaign

'periods. ' / .... .

... f

-I

',

telPx74.-x11; XfX12v .

\ .A.'

ACCPrding to Lasswell, the misvmedla
f make sense of an other-

wise confusingarray of information by providing interpretatiOn and
Pcanalys!s.29_An important constituent of such "correlation" is the

mapping of causal stquences which "explain' the events in ques-
'don. Thus media exposure should increase one's awareness of the
Ways political problenrit affect one personally (ri.e "salience infor--
mation" X11). Also; greater total ,newspaper and television ex-

.

posure should increase the likelihood of encounteging information,
on a particular political issue, as indexed by media message dis-
crimination (XI.).

7: x10; x10x12; X8 X9,
1

Coorientation partners are.i viduals (usually personal acquain-
tances) who are orienttd toward the same psychological object, in
this case a political issue." Sin& people most often discuss top cs
with those perceived to, share common interests, we would expect a
high proportion of an individual's coorientation partners also to,be,.,
"talking partners" (people ,with whom a topic was recently dis-
cussed.) In turn, the number of talking partners'. (X,), as an indi-
c4tor of frequency of iscussion, should be relay to interpersonal
message diseriminatiOn ,,),or the number of messages about the
issue which the respondent can recall having encountered recently
in interpersonal channels. Similarly, discussion with non-cooriented
others (X13) may be expected to contribute(although less strongly)

to interpersonal in'esrage discrimination. X,", does not contrib e di-

rectly to X9 (number of talking partners) since talking partne are

:
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defined. here as cooriented others with whom the respgindent has
discussedke issue. ,

e The direct dissenitination of information about politics is now the .
only way a person's range of social contacts can contribute to.politi-
cal learning., 114ormation provided by the mass mediais often the
coinage Of sociad-discussion..A number of authors have suggested,
therefore, that the communicatory utility" (X10) of-media informa-

--ltito importantmotivating factor. in media use That is anti-
,

cipation Of social interaction concerning-a partiCular topic creates a
need for information about. the topic. .For guch i formation one .
often turns to thetrnass media; The strength of this ocially gen-
erated need for mass.media information has been demo ated re-
peatedly.'" is l pothesized, therefore, that the greeter th num-
ber of coorientation partners, the greater will be dieotornmunica-
tory :utility (X10) of information abccut politii 1 isstieS. Stich com-
municatory utility should lead to greater seeki of an rec qty
to politicalbnformatiOn, resulting in higher evels of mass media
message discrimination (X12).

8: X,X,2; X1, X, 14

/ The degree to which a political issue is perceived to be salient to a
person's interests should influence the need for and utility, of infor-

_,mation about the issue in mass media and interpersonarchannels:ss
qalience information (X11), therefore, should be positively' assOz
ciated 'via both mass media and interpersonal message discrimina-

tion (X12; X,,)

11

9: X12 X14
If the agenda-setting function of the mass media means the

media influence what people "think about," they should also influ-
ence what pet:4)1e talk about. At the aggregate level, issues which re-
ceive greater media coverage should more frequently be the topic of
political discussion." At the individual level, those who are more
heavily exposed to media information about an issue should engage
in more conversation about that issue. It is therefore. hypothesized
that greater mass media message discrimination (X12) will lead to
greater interpersonal message discrimination (X14):

The reverse of that causal sequence if also plausible, of course.
However, -the' strength of the agenda-setting function suggests th7
the media, influence the discussion of issues more frequently than



such discussion, leads trumedia information-seeking about an issue,
since the evidence is that when coverage of an issue declines the is

disappearssue also disappears from the interpersonal agenda. Still, the causal
direction question remains. .

10: \X12
-- X 1-X 14 --X i' J

N .
' 15

As discussion below makes clea , mass media message discriinina-
tion (X1,) is the principal index of media exposure in this study5The
hypothesized path betIkeen X12 and ;political %.knotvledge (here
termed "political information holding''fik,5) is therefore, the
major theoretical linkage in the model. he path from dc,, to X
proyides us With/the opportunity to compare the relative strengths,
of mass media and interpersonal sources under varktdrconditions.

, .

A Model for Empirical Model II )
According to Model I, en, the traditional correlations obAerved

between political information holding and such, predictors as edu-
cation (X1), interest in politics (X.), membership in politic-al groups
,(X5) and politial participation (as indexed tiy voting -,X6) are in
fact the product of indirect influences through such intervening
variables as mass media` exposure and political discussion. In other
Words, it is assumed in Model that once the indirect. effects of such

. background variables are removed, no direct effects will remain.
These assumptions were tested here by estimating a standardized
partial regression coefficient for the direct relationship between
each background or control variable and political inforMation
holding. The partial regression coefficients thus derived express the
direct effects of these variables upon political information holding
after all hypothesized indirect effects have been removed.

-Anothei reason, of course, for considering the possible direct ef-
fects of certain background variables is,to ensure that proper con-
trols are introduced in testing other hypothesized relationships. For

-. example, education (X,) in Model I is hypothesized to-have -a- direct
effect Oh media message di rimination (X12). If-education also has
a direct effect upon politi al information holding (X), then any
observed reiTiiaship he een media message discrimination and
politial information', holdi g may be partly or wholly spurious. We

rintist, therefore; control for education in testing for the "true" ef-
fect of media message discrimination on information holding.

16
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Model IL Model I plus

' Control Paths*

*Control pathk depicted by dashed lines.
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« .

The introduction of a number of possible direct relationships for
purposes of statistical control is depicted by dashed lines in Model II
(see Figure 2). In addition to those direct relationships already men-
tioned involving "background" variables and information holding,
antirnber of direct paths"aths Were included between education and Cer-
tain other variables to control for the. possible spurious conse-
quences of recall ability. Cannel! and Henson argue that if the mea-
surement procedules for any two variables depend iii some way- on,
the respondenx's ability to recall, then the observed relationship be-

, tween these two variables will be partly spurictus. This criticism
may apply to a number of relationships in Model I for example,
that between media message discrimination and political informa-

:
titm holding. Fortunately, it has been found that recall in the inter-
view situation is strongly associated with level of education.56 Thus,
'control' paths leading from education to all variables. which tax the
ability of the respondent to recall (X5, X6, X8, X9, X, X12, X13, X,
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' X15) were introduced to minimize tlidurce o spuriaisness. 'A

AI

direct path was also introduced 'from the conventional measure Of
massimedia exposure (X) to political information holding (X) so
that the former's preOictive-abiliq could be compared With-that of
the gigre topic-specific measu4e of such exposle furnished by mass
media message discrilikration (X12). Finally, Certain other earhs,
were introduced to aid in controllinKthe'possible.effects of interpre-
tation_error." Model II, flier is theanOdel Which was actrially, b- ,--

empirical ,-jected to empirical test. .. ,
'

I ...,,,,

'Methodology

rsonal interviews. were eA;I:iifaned from a sample of 373-voting
age residents of Toledo .10111o, in November,. 1973,. Every other
household within randomly seleCted block clusters was alternately
assigned either the local or national version of t e questionnaire.
This resulted in local (n = 189) and national (n = 184) issue-focus
samples which were closely matched Orr a , range of demographic
and communication variables such as age, sex; race, length of resi-
dence, voter registration and newspaper d teleVision use. In addi-

. tion, the demographic characteristi of oth samples conformed
closely to'1970 U.S. Census figures

.

Nomination of Political Prob entS.. Respondents were asked to
name "any problem's, facing e in this country (or in Toledo,..,
Ohio,' depending upon wh respondent was assigned to the
national or lOcal conditio ich ou think the governme2t in
Washington (Toledo'city gov ould 4.tork to help solpe,:"
The respondent was then . a e chit probler,n lic.:_h he

considered lo be "most i interv,/iew then focus
.

that problem.39
..4i,

PoliticalWnowledge. Po itical ,kno ledge was seeri a'S a refl
of the respondent's store of infor ation concerning t e p. itical
problem. nominated' (NP). Althoii h s 1 ch /problems volve many
facets, the essential elements of any p. ical problem must include .

17 individuals or groups involvek wit the pro em (political
"actors") and 2) thgse solutions to the proble or sired political
"outputs") proposed by various actors. Knowledge of these elements

.1sAssential to the forination of informed judgments concerning
which solutions to the problem to favor, and the translationof such
preferences into any, ffective form of polftiCal action.

18
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Political knowledge thus was defmed as the total number of,ac
tors and propOsed sohitions connected with the nominated problem
of which the respondent was aware.4° In the model this variable is
termed "political information holdfili" (variable Xs): It is reCog:-
nized that this.Measure igitreients. a significant departure from-tra:`"
dition4 "objectiye'.' measures ofliolitical knowledge. It is based on
the assumptridn that whatrpeoPle think they know abont.political .

fairs* marelikelk to influence their.polideal behavior than what
they "Ought to know!' as 'determined by external Observers...OP:
CoukseltAis.nolpoisible within the multi-problem approach adopted
here to krify unequiocally the accuracy of such perceptions.
Validity, therefore, is more of a problem than it is with methodo19-,
gies that offer more sttuctured choices. However, for the purposes'
of this 'study, the strengths of a multi-issue, open-ended methodol-,

ogy seemed to outweigh its weaknesses. Allowing the respondent to
nominatehislawn political problem tends to minimize differences m
Personal! Salience of problems and thus avoids discriminating
against indiyiduals of lower socio-economic status. More important-,

conceptualizing "aftors" and."proposals" as fundamental ele-
1inents of Political knotYledge allolvs.us to make direct comparisons
between the local and national political spheres, sine we are deal-
ing with the same Icnowlede units at each level. Sti1,1, wet mutt-,
recognize the fundamentardifference between the open-ended
measure of knowledge e ployed here and more objectively--vali-
dated conceptualizations. ereafter, we shall refer terthernOre
jective conceptualizatio as informatfo holding!! as opposed

!,"knowledge. "ii

Media Exposure. 'Most indices of mass media use have consisted-
of estimates of spent with various media, frequency-Of viewing,
reading 9r listening, or sheer number ofniedia attended tC:--t.lilfor-

tunately, such measures indicate only gross leYels of exposure:tO:a
variety of information. It is assumed that eo lle,,exercise 4044:
erable information selectivity; so, the 1 tv correlations usually ob:
served between such measures and indicators ofkliowledge of a spe-
cific: topii4:Are not Wfirprising. We would` prefer, therefore, to have
inea.sttteS expostire related specifically to the topic of interest
One such measure May be obtained by asking re-SPondeitts to-recall

any messages conceMing the topic o'f 'interest Ntihich they have re
centlfencounteredin any mass The total number of mes-

,

e
1'



sages thus recallediurniihes a measure of "message' - disci ation"
concerning that topic'. In the present study, message discrimination
(X) regarding each respondent's nominated problem. was elicited'
by asking Ithilior ter to describe "each thing you've read; seen or -
heard in the past two weeks" concerning that problem, The index
consists of the total numbef of in aget discriminated from news
paper and television sources.

For ,comparison purposes, a more .convennonal hide*: of mass
inedia exposure was also included n themodel ( viable ). It
composite index Of groSs' newspaper, exposure' (numb off-da.
newspapers read on in average weekday) and eip9sure t local and
national tele/Won news pragrams.

It may be argued shat any predictiOn of...a positive association be-
twee% geiliseritnination and information holding tautolbg-
icar becausk both are knOwledge measures and thus :should corre-
late. However, from an inikirrnation isroceSsirig point of view, they
are independent. The reasoning thaf\Mei.sage diSorirninatiori in-
volv,es an initial stage in the processing ,'43f comrriunidatiOn
that is closely constrained by aliea infOrmation,
whereas information holding at le a second stage, far
removed from the original stiiimlus.

At the first stage, persons exposed to mass media contenemake a
series of discriminations among available content units. In recalling ..

these units, they are ttempting to reproduce as accurately as possi7.-
ble what has bsen attended. to. --TIP& message discrimination mea-'' ,

4sures are based directly on content; and as such are indieatOrs of ex-
posu,re. J-. ,

Although theaccuracy of eiaimi ue -message'discrnton masrs is un
loubtedly influenced by seleclive perception and selective reten
tionitis their ultimate grounding in actual content that is impor$
tam/here. -Evidence of this is provided iri.the present study. NI-the
national pol4ical level, a. Pearl°, nian correlation. of .44 (p < .01)
was observed between the number of messages discriminated and
mass media coverage, of tat person's nominated problems in the

. two weeks prior to inteMewing. At the local level the correlation
was .25 (p < .01). Mass media coverage wp the strongest predictor
of message d' rimination at both political` levels. (Other predictors
were education, interest in politics, level of mass media exposure

2
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gnd salience information). Orr the other han , media coverage was
unrelated to information

In a more stringent test, the tatal number of messages discrim-
inated by each respondent wa4rosstabulated with the level of mass
media coverage of each respondent's nominated problem. This
crosstabulation revealed that at the national level only cciispon-
dent (of 184)sreported discOminating a greater number o messages
ioncerniv,.his nominated problem than there were stories about
that pro

:leal I
In :of
ticul

in the Toledo media in the previous two weeks. At the
1, only. respondeniiiiidulged iiilsuch "over reporting.'`.

r *ordiAlien little or o recent media coverage of a par-
topic existed, few resPondents reported discriiiiinating any

mediated messages about these topics. Thus, 'message dis-
nation. measures do appear to be based on media coverage

"NI

ormation "held" or Stored, on the other hand,: is part of a,
r cognitive framework constructed through the assimilation of

Various informational inputs. While these inputs may include
content units discriminated inm media channeli, there no

...i-t4ecestiry Connection. Units of stor or "held" information are not
necessarily (and often will'not be) sed on actual Media content.
Information holding measures ar ,not 'exposure" measures; unlike
thessagdiscriinination measur do not ask respondents to re-
port recent media behaVior, but nstead ask them to reproduce cur-
rent cignitions.4?

Other Variables

The remaining variables in the model were measured in the fol-.

.low'ing manner: .

Demographic Variables - -
X1EducationL. Number of years of formal education.
2C2-1- Length of fiesidence Number of years of residenee in

Toledo. .§g in

-X; AgeEleve.ordinally ranked age categories.
Politicdl Vdriables

X4Interest in Politics:- 7-point Likert-type scale referring to in-
terest ii "the government in Washington, and.what it does," (na-
tional), orthe Toledo; city government, and what it does" (local).

21
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y.
6#X5Group .Membership At the national jr.vel;- respondents

were asked to name groups to which try belonged 'which were per-
ceived to be concerned with national politics. At thalocal level; the
focus was on grOups concerned with problems in Toledo. The mea:

-Wire used is. the total number of grOupk
- X, voting An indicator of political participation derived

Toledo the time Of the,study; 2) registered but did not vote in t e.
from self-report measures scored as 1) not registered to vote
Tole

. last major election (presidential at thevnational level, mayoral at
the local); 3) registered d. also voted.

Social Context Variables
X,Number. of Coorientation Partners R'% coorientayion

J.,..--1"sphere" is indexed by the total number of persons perceived as
agreeing or disagreeinewith R's "ideas about" the nominated prob-

. lem.
X, Number 44pf Talking Partm+sNumber of cooriejtation

artners with whom R reported discussing the problem in the tiwo
Weeks prior to the terview.

Ort

X13- Discussi with Non-Cooriented. Others R was asked to
describe the r tionship to self (spouse, 'child, co-weiker, etc.) of
individuals whom the problem had been discussed but whose
orientation is unknown. Th umber of persons in each role was not.
obtained, so the measure is the total number of rolE-relation-
ships mentioned.

X14-14\t._erfiersonal Message Discrimination R's level of ex-
posure to i ormation regarding the nominated problem through .

interpersonal sources. The indicator is provided by the total num-
ber of topics discussed '(regarding the problem) with either coori-
ented or non-cooriented others.
Information Utility Variables

Communicatory UtilityThe total number of "social util7
ity" reasons mentioned by R for following political issues (e.g., "to
show friends or, people at work that I am interested in the prob-
lem").

Xt,, Salience InformationThe number of ways R said the
nominated problem affected self or family's personal health or well-
being, property; finances, spare time, etc.

S

Mass Media Coverage

To determine the level of mass media coverage of nominated
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problems, a content analysis of Toledo newspaper and television
coverage was' carried out for the two weeks immediately prior\to in-
terviewing. The coverage level for each problem was determined by
summing the total number ontories related to that problem ap-

. gearing in the Toledo Blade (the major hical 'paper), the evening
news programs, of the three major television networks,' and local
ttlevisiorievening news programs." This was then employed to split
bat the local and national issutfocus samples into high and low
naliia coverage groups (i.e., individuals whose nominated prob-
lems had received relatively high levels of coverage as against those
whose problems had received lesser coverage).**.

.
Comparing Local and National'Spheres

Meaningful comparison between local and national political
levels demands that the same theoretical relationships .be tested at
both 'levels. This study tests the same theoretical model at both
political levels,: for both high and low mass media coverage groups.

ComParison at.4".tlematids that the operational definitions be at
least roughly equivalent at both levels. The, present study has at-
tempted to employ equivalent operational procedures at the local
and national levels with regard to ,each..varable. For example,
po lineal-knowledge has been conceptualized as information holding
about actors and proposals associated withga respondent-riominated
politieal problem.. Thus local and national information holding
have been defined in the same conceptual and operational units.
Similarly, conceptualizing mass media exposure in message dis-
crimination terms means that we are dealing with identical ex-
posure units (i.e., the number of messages discriminated) at each
level. Indeed, with the, exception of voting (X6), all variables in
Model I are measured in terms of the same units at each level. The
local and national questionnaires were,'in fact, identical ii5iding
except for the insertion of either local or national references at ap-
propriate junctures.

The same is true of the kinds of analytical procedures etnployed.
*The present study employs identical egression techniques with both__

the local and national data, and with both high and low media cov-
erage groups. .\ *i;

Finally, adehuate comparison requires that the respondents in
the groups compared be as similar as possible. In this study we have
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randomly assigned respondents to the local or national condition,
the best method of controlling for individual differences.

Results

Protlem Agendas and Mass Media Coverage Levels. As.Tables 1
and 2 reveal, there are rather striking differences in the numbe

and kinds of problems which people singled out for attention at the
locarand national levels of government. At the national level, only
35 problems were mentioned, With the energy crisis and corruption
in government dominating the agenda. At the local leyel,4ffer-
ent problems were nominated; headed by crime. LoCa4kintts of
the energy crisis also received some attention. AlthoUgh- several
other problems received such dual mention, (ea.., crime, unem-
ployment, drugs), the agendas on the whole al./very dissimilar, re-
flecting, it would appear, a -public awareness of the differing scope
and functions df local and notional government.

Table 1
Frequencyof Mention and Maas Media

Coverage of National Problems

Problem,

Frequency
of Mention

Mace Media
Coverage Problem

Frequency
of,Mention

knee Media
Coveragea

Energy Crisis 62 273 Fiscal kesponiibil-

Corruption in ity (national) 1 3

ernment 45 Foreign aid 1 9

Irtation 18

,-190
t 39 ;Housing 1 13

Welfare-poverty 13 31 'Financial problems:

Unemployment 7 29 blue. collar 1 13

Aid for the
elderly 5 14

Black-white a
relations 1 4

'Drug, 3 16 Mass transit 1 8

Crime 3 187 Foreign trade 1
7

Mid-East crisis' 2 78 Consumer rights 9

Education (Toledo,
von-Toledo) 2 99 .

Railroads
Overpopulation

1
1

9

1

Taxes (in general) 2 18 Underfed children

Product shortages 1 9 overseas 1 2

Crime -drugs (rela-. Intragovernmental

tionketween) 1 cooperation ' 1 1

Court reform 1 Abortion 1 1

&path care 1 Pollution (general) 1 18

Indian-problems 1 ',ater -pollution 1 4

Minority group Recession ' 1 7

problems 1 .36

&Mess media coverage measured by total number of stories related to each

problem.



Table 2
Frequency of Mention and Mass Media

Coverage of Local Problems

'Frequency Mass Media
of Mention Coverage.

.8bpsimg
Wafere-paverty
Iducsifoo (ibleda)
Urban. removal
Inergy crisis
Unemployment

A80WW.enere N
Inflation :
FisCak.tesponsi
61140 (local)
Flooding in Toledo
Street repair

:,--.Crima-drugs.(Te"

between)
/2 'in Point

, Convention Mall
Waffle congas-

Solid masts die-
pbeal .
Parks
'Council taproom&
tatianal eystma
Property tax
Unter-rates
abusing integra-
tion

Sanitary sewers
A4d for the eld-
erly

. City growth.
Street cleaning
Littering

Problem

21

Frequenc MA's Media
of Went n Coverage

16
12
10
9

7

6

4

4
4
4

3

3
3

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2

187 .

13
31,
'40 ,4
29
16
1
39

2
5

. 1

1

1

3

. 1

10

0
0

0
2

14.

7

0
1

Alleis (repair)
taint levels
Payroll tax
Police brutality
Recycling
City garbage
knoc fence

Abortion
Black-white relations

. New.jail
Taxes (local)
Air pollution i

Flooding in Raceway
Park
Leaf Collection
Sewer retest
Telephone service

. Overpopulation
'Financial credit for
women
Lack of entertainment
in-Toledo
Garbage cans (failure
to keep lids on)
Children on streets
at night. .

Recession
Teenage problems
Garbage collection
Mess transit
Court reform
.Commercial fishing,
Corruption in govern-
sent (general) ,

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1,

it
1

0
. o

Yi 1

0
1

4
2

'3
14

V
2
2
0
1

0

0

0
7

2
1
8

1

190

'Mass media coverage measured bm'tetal number of stories related to each problem.

The greatexpambler a d .variety of local problems nominated
would seem to reflect strongera snger agenda-setting influence at the na-
tional level and the greater personal salience of the local issues. On
the whole, problems most frequently nominated by national re-
spondents received much heavier mass media coverage than di'd

local problems, as a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows. Only local
crime commanded coverage and nomination levels approaching
those of the dominant national problems. The relative lack of
meaia.,guidance at the local, level is illustrated by examining the
correlation between total. media coverage levels for each problem
and the proportion,of respondent.N,at each political level who nomi-
nated each probleras "most important." The correlation (Pearson
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r) at the local level is a modest..53 (p < .01), while at the
level iris a relatively strong .82 (p < .01).

Testing the Model
IA

v

national
.4'

Path coefficients for:thew:relationships invModel II were estimated
'separately ,for clakii of the foiir media coverage/system leVel condi-

,* tiorlii.45 The results of these tests.are Shown in Figures ..3 through 6.46
70. In sthese figures, extly relationshiPs with .path coefficients-of or be-

yond:16 are shov,,rn.4`7'

National-High Coverage Condition. In the national political
level-high mass media coverage condition (Figure 3), mass media
inessagi discri.rhin'tion emerges as the strongest predictor of politi-
cal information holding (P = .27), followed by education
(P = .23), and salience information (P = .19).1Together the three
predictors account foz 35% of the valiance in information holding
(R = .59); This is a substantial portion °fettle explainable vari-

Group
Membership

Length of
Residence

X
z

Education
X, Age

interesiin

'"`e' Politics

Voting X,

Number of
CoowentationX

Portners

Number of v
Talking Partners '"s9

Discussion with
Non - cooriented Others

Interpirsonal
Message Discreninoti

Poetical
Information Holding .

Moss Midi°
7 Exposure

X.Samihunicatory
utduy

X11SalienceA11 Information

Mass Media
Message Discrimination

Figure 3
Path Coefficients: National

Political LevelHigh Mass Media
NCoverage Condition (n = 107)
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ance, since, inclusion of the remaining seven predictors of informa-
tion holding (see Figure 2) increases R2 to only 41% (R = .64). .

While the significant effect of media message discrimination on
information-holding was expected, the substantial direct contribu-
tion of education:Was not The magnitude of education's effectinay
indicate_ that de §pite the large number of variables in the model.
which intervene between edUcation and inforrtrtion holding, we
have neglected certain other important intervening forces which
would aid in interpreting the relationship. It is more likely, how-
ever," that education is performing here in its role as a transitua-
tional indicator of ,a generalized orientation toward political ob-
jects i.e., as an, indicator of being "plugged in to the political -
informationmetwork. More highly educated individuals with great-
er interest in politics would be more.likely to be exposed to informa-
tion about certain iisues.whenit was available in media channelOn
the pat, even though these issues may not be on the current media

',agenda. Although the effect of media message discrimination (de-
.:pendant, as it is, on recent levels of mass media coverage) probably
represents recent learning about political problems, education also
serves as an indicator of past learning about these problems.: .

This rationale also helps account for the greater-than-expected
effect of salience information. It appears from Figure 3 that ex-
posure to the mass, media did indeed 'Contribute to increased per-
ception. of causal linkages between the nominated problem and
various personal concerns (P = .20), and that these perceptions
generated a need for and awareness of problem-related inforthation
in theinass media (P = ,.25 for the path from X,, to X12). However,
a substantial direct effect of salience informaltion on political infor-
mation holding remains, syndicating that salience information ac-
quired in the past (or at least prior to the two-week'period which
preceded interviewing) may alsb function as a generalized, tran-
situational'indicatOr Of need for information about the problem.

Somewhat unexpectedly, interpersonal discussion about the
nominated problem (X14) did not have a noticeable impact on levels
of information holding (P = .07), in spite of the fact that respon-
dents in this Condition engaged in relatively frequent discussion of
their problems (mean nuinber of talking.partners 2.31 compared
to . = 1.19 in the-national-low coverage conditi ) and discrimi-
nate& relatively greater numbers of messages thr gh such interper-
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sonal channels (mean number of disCriminated messages 1.30
compared to 7 = .77 in the low-coverage condition). One explana-
tion is that such discussion may not have been primarily concerned
with proposed solutions to the energy crisis or the problem of pOliti-
cal corruption (the two problems named *respondents in this con-
ditionsee footnote 44), nor with actors advocating such solutions
to these problems. This' explanation would seem particularly appro-
priate with reference to Watergate. It is likely that much discussion
of this issue centered around personalities involved in political
wrongdoing. Discussion of Watergate probably involved more
political "gossip" than substantive discussion of the ways and means
of avoiding future Watergate-In als probably had to turn to
the mass media for the latter, an in ce supported by the positive
impact of mass media message imination on actor-proposal
information holding.

The overall paitern, there ore, presented by Figure 3 is that of a
causal flow originating with various generalized indicators of pOliti-
cal interest (education, age, length of residence, voting), channeled
throug4he focal point of mass media exposure, and continuing on-s .
to political information holding through media message discrim-
ination and salience information. Only ed ation among the vari-
ous "llackgroun variables in the model etains a significant ask
d ation with i ormation holding once the appropriate intervenink.
variables ha Been controlled.

National Low-Coverage -Condition. Turning to the national
level-low mass media coverage condition (Figure 4), e im ediate-
ly see that the pattern estalAished with high-coverage rob ms does
not carry over to issues receiving less generous med eatment.
Here education emerges overwhelmingly as the major predictor of
information holding (P = .51). Only one other variable, the num-
ber of coorientation partners, displays any impact (P = .19).
Together, these variables account for 29% of th . i'ance in infor-
mation holding (R-, = .53). Adding the re der of t predictor
variables to the regression equation 'Contribut little to th figures
(R = .57, variance explained = 32%).

It appears, therefore, that under conditions where little mass
media information concerning certain politi topics is flowing
through a political system, indicators of recent exposure to such
information display relatively little variation and thus little power
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to explain variation in information holding.48 The information
"held" by individuals probablv,teqs to lie relatively "old" informa-
tion, and is best explained by measures of generaliied political in-
terest which transcend recent low levels of media coverage, but
which are sensitive to past periods of greater information avail-
ability. Education, as we have rioted, is one such indicator. One's
coorientation sphere, while anchored more specifically to the
prOblem nominated, is also a relatively stable indicator in. that it is
not as dependent on recent media coverage as are message discrimi-

\nation measures.
It somewhat surprising, however, that the other indicators of

geperalized interest (e.g., interest in politics, mass media exposure)
7do not shim, evidence of direct effects On information holding. This

opening of indirect paths from education to information holding
would; of course, have siphoned away a portion of the "direct"
impact of education. The failure of thesevariables to predict infor-
mation holding is, however, consistent with the pattern found in the
national7bigh-coverage group.
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Local-High Coverage Condition. Interpersonal discussion (as in-
dicated by interpersonal message discrimination) emerges as the
primary source of inform lion liolding about local affairs

'(P). = .49)' in the local level/high mass media coverage ,condition
(Figure 5). Saliencerinformation (P = .29), membership in po '-
cal groups (P = .21) and voting (P = .23), also are significantly
associated with information holding. Message discriminationin the
mass media. suryrisingly shows a negative direct relationship

- (P =4-.20). Together, these variables accent for 37% of the vari-
ance in information holding (R = .61). Adding the remaining pre-
dictors to the equation explains only an additional 1% of the vari-
ance (R = .62).

There are a number of interesting relationships in Figure 5. For
example, although mass media message discrimination displays a
negative direct impacton information holding, it has a positive in-
direct effect, through its positive relationship with interpersonal
message discrimination (P = .31), which in turn is positively re-
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(lated to information holding (P = .49). Exposure problem-re-
.

lined information in the Media appears to ITe an agenda-setting
effect in stimulating interpersonal discussion about the topic. Such
discussion, in turn,. results in considerable learning about local
political problems.

klowever, the low mean level of interpersonal message discrim-
ination (XI, = .62, compared to XI, = 1.30 in the national -high
coverage condition) indicates, that relatively few individuals were
exposed' to problem-related information through inkerPersonal
channels. This is corroborated by the relatively lower mean number
of talking partners (X9 = 1.11) in this condition as compared to the
national-high coverage condition (X9 = 2.31). Who, then, makes
up this subgrouP of individuals Ms-condition who engage in
political discussion and, moreover, arn from this diseUssion?
Further examination of Figure 5 suggests, an answer. Itiappears that
much :interpersonal message discrimination has its roots in
membership in political groups (i5). A strong indirect path from
group membership to interpersonal, message discrimination leads
through X, (number of corientation partners) and X9 (number of
talking. partners). At the beginning of this chain, membership in
politically oriented groups contributes strongly to one's sphete of
coorientation partners (P = .54). Membership in political groups
provides an individual with an easily accessible pool of like-minded
individuals with whom to discuss: political topics. It follows that
many fellow group members should become cooriented across such
topics. To complete the chain, one's sphere of coorientatiotwart-

, tiers is an impoitant source of talking partners (P = .650The
number of talking partneri, in turn, is moderately associated with
interpersonal message discrimination (P = .25). The importance
of group membership is underscored by the modera*. direct rela-
tionship between group membership andl information holding
(P = .27). The results of this study, therefore, strongly confirm the
central tole of group membership in local politics observed in other
studies."

The direct impact of group membership on information holding,
however, once again would seem to be the result of a transituational
effect on problem-relevant information, acquired in the more dis-
tatn past (but still retained). This impact is over and above the ef-
fect of membership on. more recent learning transmitted through
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irfferpersonal discussion. Further evidence of the transituational ef-
fect of more stable background variables is the direct link between
voting behavior (X6) and information holding (P = .23). The rela-
tionship between salience information and information holding
(P = .29) can also be interpreted in n-this manner.

At the local level, therefore, rely ively high media coverage of
political problems would seem to stimulate greater media message
discrimination (Xi, = .93 messages as compared to X1 = .55 in the
local-row coverage conditiOn). This exposure in turn stimulates dis-
cussion. These interpersonal channelt evidently contain informa-

i tion concerning groups and individuals involved with political
problems and proposed solutions, ai indicated by the strong rela-
tionship between interpersonal message discrimination an oliti-
cal information holding.

VOW

The control over interpersonal message discrimination exerc ed
by group membership also would seem to imply, however, that e
political learning which takes place through interpersonal chann is
is monopolized by a relatively small elite. At both the local and na-
tional levels only a small percentage.of respondents defined them-
selves as belonging to at least one politically oriented group (13.2%

. at the local level, 14.9% at the national). This elite has access at the
local level to stores of information about political, problems denied
to non-members. Members of local political groups generally have
strong interpersonal connections with local officials and frequently
are themselves members of the community power structure. It is
readily apparent how information about local problems, proposed
solutions and the actors involved might be channeled directly by
interpersonal means into a local group or organization.

A question which still remains, however, is why there is no evi-
dence of a positive direct media effect on learning, especially under
high media coverage conditions. It is true that the highlcoverage
problems at the national level ti.ceived nearly twice the coverage of
,their local counterparts in the two weeks prior to interviewing. Still,
substantial amounts of media time and 'space were devoted to the
problems classified as local-high coverage, and thus some lea-rning ,

about actors and proposed solutions might be expected. Perhaps a
clue 'to the, problem 'is provided by examining the nature and
distribution of the problems nominated by- respondents in this
group. Nearly half the respondents (39 of 82) selected crime as their

3
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jor 'problem Of ,concern. 'Except for the energy crisis (which re-
. ceived onli 9 nominations), brime received much stronger news play

- than did the other problems. Most crime coverage, howeier, in-
volires 'simply reporting events anft activities. Relatively few stories
are coricernedwith proposed solutions to crime or with grdups, per-

(sonsi' or organizations who propose such solutions.. Thus we would
expect little learning in the nature if actor-propOsed solutions to
result froth _dila seemingly heavy crime coverage. Such learning.
might, well take place through diScussions with members of .local
neighborhood organizations or other commupity, groU:pscOnc'erned
With lowering the crime rate in Toledo. With reitafd'ui
ing local-high coverage problem1/4 coverage leVe eittted with
these issues'are "igh" relative only to the coverage"levels ac:coltled
those problems classified under the l'Ocal-/div coverage hea
are not high in any absolute sense. It is therefore,not surprising 'that

. relativelyhttle mass media learning about such problems should
cur .
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Local-Low Coverage Condition. The local-low mass media coy-
erage.condition, like the national-low coverage group, is charac-
terized by the notable absence of any effects of either mass media or
interpersonal message discrimination upon information holding
(Figure 6). As expected, it is the effects of certain more stable tran-
situational variables which predominate. This includes both
salience information (P = .20) and number of coorientation part-
ners (P = .19), which/ while tied specifically to the nominated
problem, are still relatively stable when compared to more cov-
erage-sensitive variables such as message discrimination. Still, it is
somewhat surprising that even more stable "background" variables
such as education, mass media exposure and voting did not exhibit
the strongest relationships with information holding. This group of
variables is only marginally represented by education (P = .13),
and membership in political groups (P = .13) (paths not shown).
Together, the two "major" predictors of political information hold-
ing account for only 15% of the total variance (R = .38). 'Includ-
ing the remaining predictors in the equation increases R2 to only
22% (R = .45). The model, therefore, is not as successful in ex-
plaining variation in information holding as it was in the other
three conditions. Apparently other factors are at work Were which
are not included in the model. One such factor probably is the pre-
viously mentioned "immediacy" of many problems 'at the local
level.' People simply do not need the media to inform them about
many of the kinds of problems (e.g., "street repair") named by re-
spondents in this condition.

The failtire of group membership to retain the impact it dis-
played with high-coverage local problems appears explainable in
terms of agenda, setting. High coverage problems apparently repre-
sent those which are important to the community at a given time.
We w uld expect, therefore, that local groups would generally be
more oncerned with these irnthediately salient problems than with
those hich have, for the time being, been relegated to the back
burne Group concern for the, former type of problem is indicated
by the strong effect of group membership upon the coorientation

,sphere observed in the local-high coverage condition. Also, to the
extent that many of the low coverage problems re traditionally of
little popular interest (and thii seems to be the c e we would ex-
pect few groups to concern themselves with these p blems. This

3



would account for the decrease observed in the transituaiional (di-
.

rect) impact of groUp membership on information holdirie

Some Further Implication; .

It is apparent from the Oata that the processes which .govern
political learning differ grea:tly according to both the political sys-
tem level involved and the level of mass media coverage accorded
theissites in question. Although we have already devoted attention
to:inany of these difference0 certain aspect's deserve further em-
pliasis. In particular, the tilkli played by the mass media in the
political learning ocess evidently depends upon the levels of cov-
erage which medial !'gatekee rs" decide to bestow upon certain
political problems.. POlitical. evel, however, also has important
ramifications outsi4i.the me s ability to control. Together, the
coverage and politiO level di n.sions interact to produce unique
perspectives o_ n the media's role epending upon the particular cov-
eragesystem level mut cons'i. .. den.en.

The findings of thii s, to ti t that the media may have an im-
portant direct effect o pol atitiformatioroholding only whey na-
tional issues are hea y-cove d. the massive infusion of media
information into the litical tern concerning issues of high na-
tional importance would s , o create conditions where effective.
direct learning from the me is .not only possible, but predornir
nates. Especially significant IsVie f$ct that mass media exposure (as
indicated by media messagidiscsiinination) emerged as the strong-
est predictor of infoeation holding for well covered na, jot nal,prob:'
lems despite the inVodtictitm 45f nuperous controls for emo-
graphic, political, social . an Interpersonal discussion var#bles. :
PeOple can and do learn ab eilipOrtant national political' prob
lems through the mass medi :Moreover, they learn about elements,A,.
of these problems.f&-, actors nd proposed solutions) which should
be highly relevapilto effective political participation. a

While a cori*rablg irect effect of the mass media on political
Aftfinformation holain of observable at the local level, a signif-'±;:icantindirect effect is pparent under conditions of high media

coverage. Here, attention to the media does not result in the direct( -,,

acquisition of significant amounts of information, but does stimu. ;
late discusiicin. It is ihis discussion; particularly discusSion with fel-



low members of local political groups, which contributes strongly to
levels of information holding. It is important to note, however, that
once again the relatively heavy infusion of information into the
political system by way of the mass media, does appear to result in
substantial media impact on political learning, even if this effect is
only indirect. The mass media would seem to have the power at
both the national and local levels to activate important political
learning processes through their ability to regulate to a large extent
the amount of information about political problems flowing
through communication channels. Alt ugh longitudinal studies
are needed for confirmation, the findings ere suggest that learning
regarding a particular issue ebbs and flows "th the tide of informa-
tion flowing through media channels. This in erence is based on the
assumption that recent learning about a particular topic should be
related in some fashion.to measures of recent exposure to topic-re-
lated information, either through mass media or interpersonal
channels. Evidence of such a relationship appears only under condi-
tions of high mass media coverage of either national or local politi-
cal problems.

Since the mass media agenda displays a constant turnover of is-
sues, this means that learning about most topics will be intermit-
tent. In general, people tend to seek information about, talk about,
and thus learn about, only those issues which happen to be in the
media spotlight at a given time., Since this spotlight is constantly
shifting, learning about a particular issue is often truncated before
in-depth understanding of the important political elements of an is-
sue has been achieved. If we liken the political learning situation to
a university, in which the, course offerings are constantly and arbi-
trarily varied at unpredictable intervals, is little wonder That the
"students ". might manifest certain learning deficiencies. The
media, particularly at the national level, appear to exercise just this
sort of -arbitrary control over the "course content" of political af-
fairs.

Not all political topics, of course, are limited.to brief tenures of
media faVor. Certain topics, such as wars and economic recessions,
receive sustained high-level coverage over considerable periods. Re-
cently the Watergate affair and the energy crisis have been the focus
of such relatively unflagging media attention. Stich issues receive
not only heavy media coverage, but also interpretative reporting
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which explores the more abstract and technical aspects of the issues.
We would therefore, expect members of the public to display Vela;
tively more extensiie and deeper understanding of such issues. This
hypothesis is supported by the finding in this study that thei`energy

' crisis and Watergate, the two most heavily covered issues at either
system level, also showed the highest mean levels of both media
message disCrimination and political information holding.

Such issues. are atypical, however. Most issues, particularly those
at the local level, are subjected to media publicity for much shorter
periods. Others, such as welfare and race, emerge and reemerge at
,unpredictable intervals. Such variability is bound to have adverse
effects on media-relaied learning. In many instances, no sooner is a
topic placed on the agenda tha it is withdrawn, and people are
asked to turn their attenti o new ancl. more pressing develop-

*. meets. Obviously more, sus ained coverage, is needed if audience
members are to acquire mor than superficial knowledge of a given
Problem or issue.

Whether the mass media are c pable of providing more adequate
and sustained coverage under their present economic and tech-
nological structures is, open to question. Given the limited resources
of media time and space, any attempt to provide more in-depth
coverage of issues would be in direct conflict with the surveillance
function of the media whereby the media attempt to keep the au-
dience continually informed of new developments. The constantly
accelerating pace of such developments in -modern society exerts
ever increasing demands.on the ability of the media even to report,
much less adequately cover, such events.

J.
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